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1. 

I. Introduction _ 

"Baryon spectroscopy provides on one hand the well understood low 

mass nucleon resonance region, yet on the other the essentially unknown 

territory of EE, R* .and Z* resonances. (1) Interesting future 

directions thus range from sophisticated studies of the interaction of 

excited nucleons to simple resonance searches. 

To introduce and motivate several future directions for baryon 

spectroscopy, I will initially review two new results. Firstly, the three 

(2) body analysis of fiN --+stslN scattering by LBL-SW. This analysis, 

coupled with elastic phase shift results, provides a detailed understand- 

ing of nonstrange baryon resonances up to +,, 1.8 GeV. These baryon 

formation experiment results then provide a laboratory in which to study 

production reactions. Secondly, there has recently been some new input 

into the question of positive strangeness (Z*) baryon resonances.(3-5) 

Such states are inconsistent with the simple three quark model for baryons. 

These results suggest that searches for other "exotic' states should be 

initiated in several channels, and in particular for resonances in unique 

charge states. Interesting possibilities include charge -2 C and z 

resonances. 

The plan for the talk is as follows. "New results" are discussed 

in sect. II, followed by the presentation of "new directions" for baryon 

spectroscopy in sect. III. The importance of searches for exotics, the 

production of resonances in baryon exchange reactions, the use of hyperon . ‘ 

beams, and forward production reactions are reviewed. Finally, a summary 

is provided in sect. IV. 



- II. New Results 
c. 

2. 

a> Three Body Analyses: ZTN +~rtN 

(a-1) Experimental motivation and results 

Although most phase shift analyses in baryon spectroscopy utilize 

only two body data, two body channels drop rapidly in importance once the 

energy exceeds three body threshold. This is seen to be the case for the 

K-p cross sections (6) shown in fig. 1. Although the K-p elastic cross 

section dominates any other single channel in the energy region considered, 

it is not larger than the sum of the inelastic channels. The information 

obtained from phase shift analyses can thus be substantially increased 

by including data from inelastic channels. In particular, analyses of 

inelastic channels: 

(a) provide signs and magnitudes (partial widths) for resonance 

couplings into different channels, 

(b) allow all decay channels to be discussed simultaneously, for 

example using K matrix techniques. (2) 

Three body partial wave analyses have typically taken two forms. 

In the first,a mass selection is made in the,j-body Dalitz plot to select 

a dominant quasi-two body decay mode. (798) Since this technique does not 

exploit the interferences between different !'quasi-two body" final states 

in the Dalitz plot,'it suffers from the same "Minami" ambiguity difficulties 

as elastic analyses. The second approach is referred to as the isobar -. 
(2) 

. 
model. 



In the isobar model the three final state particles are decomposed 
- 

into three quasi-two body amplitudes diagramatically represented by fig. 2(c). 

The state of spin j is parametrized with a final state enhancement factor 

(Breit Wigner or experimental two body phase'shifts) characteristic of the 

two body interaction involved. The data are then fitted over the entire 

3-body Dalitz plot. 

To denote the different possible quasi-two body partial waves a 

slight modification of the usual nomenclature for baryon resonances is 

employed. Thus, a state of spin parity, Jp, 
', 
and isospin, I, is written: 

Elastic Formalism 

4 (21) (2J) 

l- 
I ;, Jp=$ =- 

$11 

Pll 

y-body Formalism 

& L (21) (25) 

SSll 
SPll 

PPll (KA decay) 
PSll (EN decay) 

The relative angular momentum in initial and final channels, & and L, 

are as shown in fig. 2(c). - 

The LBL-SLAC analysis (2) of fiN -+mN involves several thousand 

events, at each of eighteen energies between 1.31 GeV and 1.97 GeV. 

Data in the three channels 
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(1) 

are simultaneously fitted using the resonance decay parameterizations: 

-+PN (2) 

Independent partial wave amplitude solutions are obtained at each energy, 

and in both isospin I = $ 3 and I = 2 channels. Finally, two continuous 

solutions (A and B) have been found smoothly connecting the independent solutions 

through the entire energy region. 

!L'he.results for the I = 2 & NX phase shifts are shown in fig. 3. 

Phase shifts within the heavily outlined rectangles are for one partial 

wave ; each subrectangle represents one or more possible decay channels 

from eqn. 2. As in elastic analyses, resonances are defined by counter- 

clockwise loops in the Argand plot. However one obtains a bonus from 

inelastic analyses, obtaining the relative signs of the resonance couplings 

by observing whether the resonant loop initiates its motion in a positive 

(upward) or in a negative (downward) sense. 

The magnitude of a given partial wave is represented by the distance . . 

of the solution from the center of the Argand plot. Typical examples are 

shown on the right of fig. 4 where the amplitudes are plotted as a function 

of energy. 



The cross section for the inelastic .channels ITN -+flflN can 

als"o be compared to the inelastic cross sections predicted by elastic 

phase shift analyses. This is shown for the Pll wave in the top of 

fig. 4; good agreement is generally observ,ed throughout the energy 

region studied. 

(a.2) Comparisons with SU(~) 

The signs of the couplings (9) for nucleon resonances decaying 

into ZTA are shown in fig. 5. The "clocks" show the SU(~), predictions 

for the coupling signs, (9) up being positive, and down negative. The 

LBL-SLAC data, (2) solution B, are given by the "Xtt's in the figure. 

Agreement with the theoretical predictions is observed for all resonance 

couplings, excepting the Ns(16gO) and Nlc(1750). Considering that there 

are both experimental and theoretical uncertainties, (9) the agreement 

is quite remarkable. 

The present status of the classification of baryon resonances in 

the SU(~) quark model(g) is shown in fig. 6. Blank spaces in fig. 6(b) 

represent missing states. However, even extensive additional experimental 

effort in the ,> 2 GeV mass region (in traditional channels) will provide 

few constraints on these quark models, and 

more interest are searchs directed towards 

modes: N* +-NW, AK*, etc. These channels 

high mass high spin resonances. 

is probably unwarranted. Of 

less well measured decay 

may become important for 

A second interesting approach is to search for states either 

outside the simple quark model predictions (see sects. IIb and III on 

exotics), or for resonances in yet unobserved representations of SU(~). , 
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In pa@cular, the simple quark model yields the SU(~) classifications: (10) 

which can be decomposed into the more familiar SU(3), SU(2) representations: 

using the notation m2"', and S is the net spin of the three quarks 

in an L-S coupling scheme. Since experimental beams (mesons) and targets 

(baryons) fall in the 22 and 2 representations respectively, formation 

experiments will only result in excited baryons in the group representations: 

In particular, states in 20 representations do not result from formation - \ 

experiments. However, such resonances may be formed in the decay chain 

of higher mass z's> (11) or may be produced .in backward (baryon exchange) 

reactions: 

At moderate laboratory energies, w 6 Gev/c, baryon exchange cross sections 

are still large enough that backward production reactions may provide 

the most attractive means of searching for baryons in E representations. . 



b) The Z* question 

'(b.1)" Overview 

In contrast to the extensive documentation of strangeness < 0 

baryons, the existence of strangeness -t 1 baryon resonances is still 

unclear. Analyses of K+pdata suggest that the P13 wave, Z:=l, may 

resonate(12) at a mass - 1.9 GeV. Unfortunately the large inelasticity 

of this partial wave makes the interpretation difficult. The existence 

of this state is considered doubtful. (8~3~4) However the results in 

the isospin zero channel(3) are more promising, and are consistent with 

a resonant PO1 wave, z&o' at a mass - 1.74 GeV. 

'The existence of one or both of these states has interesting 

implications for the simple quark model, and for the normal SU(3) 

classification schemes. In particular such states cannot be formed from 

three quarks but require, at least, the structure qqqqi. The resulting 

simplest SU(3) p re resentations containing these states are the 2J, and E 

representations for Z* I=1 and Z* Izo respectively. This is shown in 

fig. 7, along with the other unique baryon resonances which would cohabit 

in these SU(3) representations. Of particular interest is the possibility 

of charge -2 C, E and Q resonances. These topics will be discussed in 

more detail in sect. III. 

Phase shift analyses of Kip elastic and inelastic data have failed 

to find clear evidence of isospin one resonances. A typical set of phase 

shift solutions(14) are shown in fig. 8. Although the P3 wave has some 

characteristics of a resonance (counterclockwise movement in the Argand 

. - 
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diagram), the speed plots of the phase(14) indicate no obvious resonant 

behavior. Rather, the P 
3 

wave appears merely to respond to the rapidly 
(-IF\ 

opening KN --+KflN channel.'L" This is shown in fig. 9 where the KN 

reaction is observed to be substantially inelastic by a momentum of 

- 1.5 GeV/c (corresponding to - 2GeV in Kp mass). 

Detailed studies of the Kp elastic data confirm that substantial 

changes also occur in the shape of the elastic differential cross section 

near KTTN threshold. (3-6) This is shown in fig. 10 where the dramatic rise 

in both the slope and forward cross section of the elastic data is precisely 

correlated with KN -+KrrN threshold. Thus, the close relationship between 

inelastic and elastic channels suggests that a three body analyses may 

well provide invaluable insights into the questions of Z* resonances in 

I  -  the-2 Gev mass region. 

b.3) ZI”=o 

A rather involved multichannel procedure is involved in obtaining 

isospin zero KN phase shifts. This results from the data being a mixture 

of I= 0 and I.= 1 channels. For example, typical analyses use 

data on the reactions: 

A 
K+n+K+n 

= $ (zI,1 + zpo> 
(7) 

A =- 
K'n+K'p 

; @I,1 - ZI=J . 

Thus a K+p phase shift analysis is simultaneously involved in extracting 

zg=o amplitudes- 



The results of the recent BGRT analysis (3) are shown in fig. 11. 
- 

Three classes ofacceptable solutions emerge, denoted A, C, and D in the 

figure. The essential difference between these solutions resides in the 

sl/2 and Rl/2 partial waves. Of the different solutions, the P 
l/2 

wave in solution D most nearly characterizes a resonant partial wave. 

A parameterization of this solution with a Breit Wigner yields: (3) 

Mz” -1740Mev 
I=0 

rZI"=o 
- 300 MeV 

.> 3% - 0.85 
I=0 

(inelasticity 

To determine whether solution D is in fact the correct solution, 

comparisons of the ambiguous phase shift solutions can be made to data 

not included in the original analysis. One such comparison (3) is shown 

in fig. 12a. Although the uncertainties in the K'n -+K"p polarization 

are large, solutions C and D are favored over solution A. 

Recently, a second comparison (4) has been made using data in the 

reaction In this reaction three-amplitudes contribute: 

AO 
Kl$-+P 

= + (z. -!- z1 - 2Yl) (8) 

where the additional amplitude, Y 1, is the isospin one, strangeness -1 

scattering amplitude. The strong C (1765) resonance (in the mass interval 

Of interest for the Z* I=0 analysis) interfers with the strangeness +l 

amplitudes to provide substantial differences in the gP; '. -+K p cross 

section predictions,?as shown in fig. 12b. In conclusion the C and D 
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phase shift solutions are again favored over solution A by this comparison. 
- 

Thus, although the existence of a Zgzo resonance is not proved by 

these analyses, the favored partial wave solutions do contain an interesting 

resonance candidate in the F 
112 

partial wave. As with the K+p channel, 

the nearness of the possible ZFCo to the threshold for KN -tKtiN, (3) 

see fig. 13, again suggests that an analysis of the three body channels 

is of particular relevance to our understanding of Z* resonances. 
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III. *New Directions. 

a) E* and R* resonances 

The impossibility of studying 2 or R* resonances in direct 

channel formation experiments has substantially retarded our understanding 

of these states in comparison to our knowledge of their strangeness 0 and -1 

brothers. Little data exists for any of the excited 3 states; no 

observation has been made of excited R* states. 

Typical statistics for E* experiments(17'18) are shown in fig. 14; 

thus even relatively simple experiments are of interest. Possible priorities 

in the search for E * and R* resonances include: 

(4 a measurement'of the masses and widths, 

b) a determination of the decay channel partial widths, and 

(4 only lastly, a spin-parity analysis of the resonances. 

Unless the data prove totally unexpected (no R* resonances, or unusual decay 

partial widths for example) extensive analyses are not warranted. This is 

particularly true for 3 resonances which, appearing in both 8 and ,&$ 

SU( 3) representations, will correspondingly provide few constraints on 

theoretical models'. 

Unfortunately E production cross sections are small, (19) as shown 

in fig. 15. At lower energies, < 6 GeV/c, the production of Z*'s in * 

backward (baryon exchange),reactions may yield a sample of events relatively 

rich in E's. This is illustrated in fig. 16 where the backward cross . 

sections for K-p +E*0(1530)K 0 O-8) and ,-r-p -+A°Ko (20) are compared. 
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Both reactions require C exchange in the u' channel, and the observed - 

cross sections are indeed similar. 

Simultaneous with the study for backward ?'s, at least as much 

effort should go into searches for exotic z* resonances! Of particular ' 

interest is the question of E-- states, (21) see fig. 7, which would be 

suggested by the existence of either Z:=. or Zgzl resonances. 

Typical existing results in this channel, shown in fig. 17, do not yet 

have sufficient statistics to allow a meaningful study to be made. 

'Interestingly, E-- states may be produced with cross sections similar to 

non-exotic E resonances, as suggested by the backward reactions: 

K’ 

(normal) (exotic) 

A possible objection to this model is discussed in sect.III(b). 

At higher beam energies E's are produced predominantly near 

x = o,(22) and as a result are potentially more difficult to select in 

an experimental trigger. In this case the solution may be to generate 

a hyperon beam. An example of the particle fluxes from the CEFiIV hyperon ' 
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beam(23) is shown in fig. 18. Although data rates using these beams may 

be low, they provide probably the only mechanism to study R*'s, and 

an alternate means of studing E* resonances. 

b) Exotics 

As introduced in sect. IIb, exotic baryons are (nominally) states 

that cannot be formed from three quarks. This leaves rather a wide scope 

for our imagination; for recent discussions see for example Faiman, Goldhaber 

and Zarmi, (24) or Freund. (25) Possibly the simplest scheme for exotics 

would include only those states in the 2'J and E representations shown in 

fig. 7 and related to the Z* resonances described in sect. II%. 

On general grounds searches for exotics should: (24) 

(a) choose manifestly exotic charge quantum numbers, for example, 

2'J E and z representations have many highly charged states; 

(b) pick "allowed" production and decay channels, for example, 

Faiman, Goldhaber and Zarmi (24) suggest using "connected quarir diagrams"; 

(4 select channels with a small number of decay particles, and/or 

particles that are identifiable (highly charged exotics help here). 

For reference, typical masses for exotic baryons are expected to be 

> 2 GeV, however the possible Z;-. state at a mass of -1.74 GeV may 

indicate that exotics will appear at somewhat lower masses than predicted. 

UnfortunatelY,the observation of exotics may well depend on the 

experiment being well coupled to the physics of the production mechanism. 

Already we know that formation experiments, for example K+N --+Z"'s, 
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do not yield blatant resonant exhancements. Perhaps this will be true 

of the majority of production reactions, as is in fact suggested by 

quark diagram models. To understand what this implies, consider the 

reactions fi+p s..+ K"-@-+(24 ) and K-n..+ z---K + whose "allowed" quark line 

diagrams are shown in fig. lg. Inspection of'the t and u channel 

exchanges in these diagrams indicates that exotic meson and baryon exchange 

is required for 
-i-l-i- Z and z-- production respectively. Such exotic 

exchanges would be related to low lying Reggeon trajectories (assuming 

exotics are more massive than nonexotics of the same spin), and would 

result in very small cross sections for these reactions. In many cases 

this is only brought out by quark model arguments; naive predictions in 

sect. IIIa for K-n -+z--K' 
QO 

and the nonexotic reaction K-p -+z K 

suggest approximate equality for these cross sections! Thus exotics may 

well elude discovery for many more years. 

c) Forward Production Reactions 

As an introduction to baryon spectroscopy in forward production 

reactions, it is instructive to make a short comparison of formation vs. 

production experiments. 



Formation - 

Advantages 

- high statistics 

- variable experimental conditions 

for example energy, isospin, 

strangeness 

- particles on the mass shell 

Disadvantages 

- limited beams or targets, for 

example, no meson targets 

- limited physical acceptance of 

experimental apparatus 

Production 

Advantages 

only means of studying mesons 

may allow certain states of spin- 

parity to be preferentially pro- 

duced, for example pf = ~~(-1) 
@iJ 

for diffractive production 

unique features in baryon exchange 

reactions,discussed in sect. IIa, 

IIIa. 

Disadvantages 

- final state interactions, or overlapping 

kinematics. may cloud the physics 

interpretation 

- particles off the mass shell 

From this comparison, we wish to emphasize that meson resonances 

are only studied in production experiments. This suggests that the 

relatively well understood spectroscopy of nucleon resonances should be 

used as a "test laboratory" for studying production processes: 
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bow.4 4- ( 
test 

laboratory > > =ZZ ( mesons 
unravelled > 

Several interesting questions on production reactions can be asked 

immediately. 

(a) What is the relation of the baryon spectrum produced diffractively 

(Fomeron exchange) or non-diffractively (for example by charge 

exchange) with the results of formation experiments? One difficulty 

with this analysis results from the differences in the momentum 

transfer dependences of the differential cross sections for various 

baryon resonances. The striking effect~of making several momentum 

transfer cuts on the data (26) is shown in fig. 20. 

(b) What is the importance of final state interactions on the produced 

resonance spectrum? Variation of experimental conditions such as 

beam energy, or the type of beam particle, (26) as shown in fig. 21, 

may elucidate this issue. Studies of the baryon spectrum for 

different decay channels, (26) as illustrated in fig. 22, is also of interest. 

s. 



SI Finally, polarized targets (or beams) may be a useful tool in 

understanding production dynamics. One example is the amusing experiment 

suggested by Berger and Fox (27) to test whether diffractively produced 

states interact like a single particle, or like a "two body" system 

folio-&ng the Deck model predictions. 
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IV. Summary. 
4 

The advances in our understanding of the fiN spectrum and in 

particular the recent progress in the three body analysis fiN --+?rrtN 

suggest : 

(a) that similar (3 body) analysis be done in Yx and Z* channels, 

and (b) that baryon production data is essential in elucidating meson 

production results. 

In the area of particle searches, the success of the quark model prediction 

for the TCN system invites experimental testing of the basic quark model 

assumptions: 

(4 searches for resonances in z representations, and 

b) extension of exotic searches from simple Z*'s in formation 

reactions, to a wide variety of states in production reactions 

(e.g., C.-, Z+++, . ..). 

Finally, completeness demands particle survey experiments for z 

and R resonances probably best done using hyperon beams. 
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2) 

3) 

4) 

5) Comparison of the signs for resonance couplings into ITA. The 

SUE, predictions is) are represented by arrows, the JON -+rt~rN 

phase shift results (2) by !'X" ' s . 

6) Placement of baryon resonances into SU(~) quark model representations, 

7) 

Observable cross sections for low energy K-p scattering from ref. 6. 

Comparison of .a) formation and b) 'production experiments. The 

analysis of three body states in the isobar model, ref. 2, is 

depicted in c). 

Results of the IBL-SLAC fiN +mN phase shift analysis, ref. 2, 

for I=$ partial waves. 

Comparison of elastic and three body phase shifts for the Pll partial 

wave. The amplitudes for fiN -+-I-& and rtN -+eN channels are given 

as a function of energy on the right of the figure. The results 

are from ref. 2. 

for a) leading resonances, b)-all resonances less than m 2 GeV. 

Empty rectangles correspond to presently unobserved resonances. 

The compilation is from ref. 9. 

' Simplest SU(3) representations containing the possible ZFzo and 
. 

z;=l resonances. 
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8) Two phase shift solutions (I and II) for K'p scattering below 
SI 

1.5 GeV/c. (14) The data points are shown at 100 MeV/c intervals. 

9) Energy dependence of K+p cross sections from ref. 15. 

10) Differential cross section for K+p elastic scattering (16) near 

three body threshold. The differential cross sections at t = 0, 

and the forward slopes are given in b) and c) respectively. 

11) Argand plots showing three solutions (A, C and D) for I = 0 KN phase 

shifts.from ref. 3. 

12) Comparison of I = 0 KN phase shift solutions A, C and D to 

a) K'n +K"p polarization data, (') and b) $p --+Kip total 

cross sections. (4) 

13) Energy dependence of I = 0 KN cross sections,from ref. 3. 

14) Examples of E* resonances from a) ref. 17 and b) ref. 18. 

15) Cross section for Z- production from ref. lg. The total cross 

section for K-p -+E- + anything is shown by the top curve, the lower curve 

is for the two body reaction K-p -+1-K'. 

16) Comparison of the backward cross sections for 

a) K-p-t Z*(l53O)K, between 3.1 and 3.6 GeV/c, (18) and 

b) n-p -+A°Ko, between 4 and 12 GeV/c. (20) 

17) Typical eivdence for E-- resonances,from ref. 21. 
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18) -Fluxes in the CERN hyperon beam, from ref. 23. 

19) Quark graphs for production of exotic 

n+p +&'- (24) and K-n -+ -I- E--K . 

baryons in the reactions 

20) Dependence of the baryon spectrum on momentum transfer observed in 

production experiments. (26) 

21) Dependence of the baryon spectrum on beam particle observed in pro- 

duction experiments. (26) 

22) Decomposition of the baryon spectrum in production experiments 

into two body and three body decay channels. 
(26) 
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